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‘this paper examines the relationbetween the monitoringof CEOsby inside aud outside directors
and CEO resignations.CEO resignationsare predictedusing stock returnsand earningschanges
as measuresof prior performance.Thereis a strongerassociationbetween priorperformanceand
the prhability of a resignationfor companieswith outsider-dominatedboards than for companies
with insider-dominatedboards.This resultdces not appearto be a function of ownershipeffects,
size effects, or industry effects. Unexpected stock returns on days when resignations are announced are consistent with the view that directors increase firm value by removing bad
management.

Boards of directors are widely believed to play an important role in
corporate governance, particularly in monitoring top manage4znt. Directors
are supposed to supervise the actions of management, provide advice, and veto
poor decisions. The board is the shareholders’ first line of defense against
incompetent management; in extreme cases, it wilt replace an errant chief
executive officer (CEO). Discussing boards’ effectiveness in this role, Jensen
(1986) claims that ‘the internal control mechanism of corporations, which
operate through the board of directors, generally York well’ (p. 9).
Two recent studies, Coughlan and Schmidt (1985) and Warner, Watts, and
Wruck (1988), provide some support for this view by showing that poor
performance is associated with CEO turnover. These studies do not explore
the differences in monitoring between the manageis who serve as directors
(inside directors) and directors who are not full-time employees of the company (outside directors). These outside directors are widely believed to play a
larger role in m!-u&oring management than inside board members. I%ma
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(1980, p. 293-294) argues:
expropriating
shareThe probability of [top management colluding_ _and
___
__
a
_
holder wealth] might be lowered, and the viability of the board as a
market-induced mechanism for low-cost internal transfer of control might
be enhanced, by the inclusion of outside directors. The latter might be
regarded as professional referees whose task is to stimulate and oversee
the competition among the &m’s top mzn&gement.
This view has led to numerous calls for regulation of board composition to
increase outside representation and hence the level of monitoring of management in American corporations [see, for example, the American Law Institute
(198211.
Economists have criticized such regulatory proposals.’ Demsetz (1983a, p.
B-6) argues that ‘the board of directors can do very little to improve on the
powerful incentives that presently guide management to serve the interests of
shareholders’. He maintains that executive compensation contracts, which are
designed to align shareholders’ and managers’ interests, and the pressures of
the product and capital markets [Hart (198311 already provide adequate
monitoring of corporate managers. According to this argument, regulation of
boards cannot improve and could possibly impose a harmful constraint on an
optimizing management.
Understanding the role of the outside director remains an important and
unresolved question. Unfortunately, most of the day-to-day actions of boards
of directors are unobservable. Any attempt to isolate the dilTerent effects of
outside and inside directors must either examine their effect on some aspect of
8rm performance or concentrate on the directors’ observable actions. The
most striking of such actions is the decision to remove a CEO.
This paper tests the hypothesis that inside and cutside directors behave
differently in their decisions to remove top management. Tt exploits the wide
variation across 6rms in +&he
composition of the board of ,&ectors to study
how the relation between poor performance and management turnover varies
with the makeup of the board. The findings suggest that Grms with outsiderdominated boards are significantly more likely than firms with insiderdominated boards to remove the CK? on r,le basii of performance, as
measured by such publicly available measures as earnings or stock returns.
The paper consists of seven sections. Section 2 reviews the role of boards of
directors in the CEO succession process. Section 3 describes the data. The
fourth section discusses the empirical specification. Section 5 presents an
econometric model that explains CEO turnover using stock returns and
earnings changes as measures of performance. It then tests to see whether this
relation is the same for firms with diRerent board tyTes. Section 6 analyzes the
‘%e Andrew!1982),

Demsetz (1983a), and MacAvoy, Cantor, Dana, and Peck (1983).
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change in firm value associated with the announcement of CEO changes and
tests whether the outside monitoring is causally related to the change h firm
value. A brief conclusion discusses possible directions for future research.
2 BOtEY!S
of tlimetom as monitors of management
One important duty of the board of directors is to evaluate management.
The board is responsible for evaluating the senior management of the corporation and replacing them if they fail to perform well. This task is likely to fall
mainly on the outside directors. Inside directors’ careers are tied to the CEO’s
and hence insiders generally are unable or unwilling to remove incumbent
CEOs.* Harold Geneen (1984, p. 262), the longtime CEO of ITT, wrote:
‘Certainly, none of the inside directors would substantially challenge his boss
in the boardroom.’
Outside directors are responsible for removing bad management, but they
may not have the incentives to do so. A recent Business Week editorial (Sept.
8, 1986) argues that outside directors without a sign&ant stake in the 6rm
have no incentive to cause trouble for management. However, outside directors are generally respected leaders from the business or academic community
whose reputations suffer when they are directors of faltering companies. Like
Fama (1980), Fama and Jensen (1983, p. 315) argue that
outside directors will monitor the management ‘;hat chooses them because
outside directors have incentives to develop reputations as experts in
decision control.. . . The value of their human capital depends primarily
on their perfcrmance as internal decision managers in other organizations. They use their directorships to signal to internal and external
markets for decision agents that (I) they are decision experts, (2) they
understand the importance of diffuse and separate control, and (3) they
can work with such decision control systems.
Outside directors thus will have an incentive to ensure the effective running of
the company because bebg directors of well-run companies signals their
competence to the market.
It may not be ideal, how :ver, to have a board composed entirely of
outsiders. Although outsiders may be best able to judge when to remove a
CEO, inside participation on the board can improve the decision about who
the successor should be. Inside board members are often potential future
CECs. Their inclusion on the board serves two purposes. First, it gives them
experience that may prove valuable should they become CEO. Second, it gives
‘Much of the discussion here and below is taken from Wace (1971). An alternative view is that
insiders are much more likely to remove the CEO so they can take his place. This view is not
consistent with the evidence in Mace3972) or Vancii (1987).
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the outside board members an opportunity to evaluate potentid CEO carddates. Irrespective of the reasons for the CEO change, we might expect that
boards combining inside and outside directors do a particularly good job of
replacing management because this type board type allows for superisr
training
of the inside directors and better evaluation of them by outside
directors.
Most studia of the mouitoriug fun&or& of boards of diretors have used
the case method. Perhaps tbe best attempt in the direction is Mace (1971).3 He
interviewed CEOs and directors to explore their functions and relationships.
His results show that directors typically are not involved in important corporate decisions such as long-range planning or selecting other directors. Directors do serve as a valuable source of advice for many CEOs and were
responsible for removing the CEO in what Mace called crisis situations. Mace
emphasized that outside directors generally took the initiative to remove
incumbent CEO&
In addition to this case approach, there have been several attempts to
identify quantitatively the effects of boards of directors on profitability.
MacAvoy, Cantor, Dana, and Peck (1983, responding to the proposal by the
American Law Institute (1982) for regulation of board composition, collected
data on the composition of boards of directors for a cross-section of publicly
traded companies. They compare two subsamples: those firms that met the
proposed AL1 regulations for a majority of outside directors and various other
requirements, and all other 6rms. They tested whether the two subsamples
differed in various performance measures: accounting profits, sales, and return
on equity. Their results indicated no ditIerences between the two types of
firms. A problem with this approach is that the causality of the relation
between board composition and firm performance is unclear. For example, if
LMacAvoy et al. had discovered that more profitable firms tend to have
insider-dominated boards, we would not know whether inside directors cause
good business decisions to be made or whether CEOs of unprofitable firms
tend to invite outsiders onto the board to help solve their problems [Hermalin
and Weisbach (1987a)]. This simultaneity problem makes the MacAvoy et al.
results difficult to interpet.
A related study by Merck, Shleifer, and Vishny (1988) explores how
stockholdings by boards of directors affect performance. They find that
profitability, measured by Tobin’s &, is highest at moderate levels of share
ownership by the board. In addition, they find that this result applies both to
ownerstip by the firm’s top officers and to ownership by the rest of the board.
-‘Vance (1983) performs a similar study. There also have been a number of studies that
document the composition and compensation of boards. Two examples are Bacon (1975) and
Mruk and Gardinia (1985).
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This result may be due to the tradeoff between the agency costs resulting
from misalignment of directors’ and shareholders’ interests and the costs of
managerial entrenchment [Demsetz (1983b)]. Managerial entrenchment occurs
when managers gain so much power that they are able to use the firm to
further their own interests rather tbar the interests of shareholders. Demsetx
argues that when CEOs are able to control the board, they are able to take on
projects that are known to have negative net present values but provide utility
for the CEO.
The extent of this entrenchment has been the subject of two recent studies.
Coughlan and Schmidt (1985) and Warner, Watts, and Wruck (1988) estimate
resignation equations for CEOs. Each study &Is that poor performance by
the company’s stock increases the probability of a CEO’s removal, although
Coughlan and Schmidt find a much larger effect than Warner et al. However,
neither paper provides any direct evidence that the board of directors is
actively monitoring. A no-nmonitoring explanation consistent with the evidence presented in these studies is that CEOs resign voluntarily from companies that are doing badly because of l
&e di&ulties of running a faltering
company, including potential shareholder suits.
Warner, Watts, and Wruck (1988) also examine the residuals from a market
model regression on the day the CEO change is anno~~ed. They 6~6 ‘&zt the
mean excess return is not distinguishable from zero, but that the variance of
the excess return increases on the event day. This finding implies that the
announcement contains information but that the information is good news for
recnlt
c
some firms and bad news for others. Warner et $. &Fretr--- thic
-----consistent with the announcement’s providing information about both past
and future performance.
Coughlan and Schmidt (1985) and Wzner, Watts, and Wruck (1988)
provide studies of the CEO succession process. Although both papers claim
that the board of directors is responsibie for the CEO changes, neither paper
attempts to link the work with work on the composition of boards of directors
done by MacAvoy, Cantor, Dana, and Peck (1983) and by Merck, Shleifer,
and Vishny (19g8).

3. Data
The data used in this study are an extension of the data collected by
MacAuoy; Cantor, Dana, and Peck (1983). They assembied data on board
composition for all corporations listed on the New York Stock Exchange with
a proxy statement available on microfiche, a total of 495 publicly held
corporations between 19,77; md 1980. For each firm, directors were classified
as either outside, inside, or grey. MacAvoy et al. classify directors who are
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full-time employees of the corporation as inside directors. They designate
dkctors
who neither work for the corporation nor have extensive dealings
with the company as outside direztors. Those directors who are not employees,
but who may not be independent of current management because of extensive
business dealings with the company or family relationships with management,
are classified as grey. In the analysis below, the measure of outside domination
of the board is the fraction sf board members who are outsiders.4
These data on composition are matched with data on CEO succession. Once
a year F”&es Magazh f&s the names, compensations, ages, backgrounds,
years with the company, and years as CEOs for the CEOs of all co_qorations it
lists of the 500 largest corporations in several categories (sales, profits, etc.).
I followed the identity of the CEO over a ten-year window from 1994 to 1983
for each firm in both the h&cAvoy et al. sample and the Forbm Mtzgazim?
stuveys.All CEO changes were a cross-checked with the Wall&wt Joumal to
ge-* +&eexact date of the announcement of the change as well as the reason
given by the company for the change.s Pinal.lySthe data were matched with
financial data from the Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP), giving a
total of 369 cornpa&&
Table 1 shows the distribution of outsider representation for 1980. %ms we
% ouped amrding to the percentage of outsiders on the board. The distribution is centered around Xl%, with few firms in the tails of the distribution.
The largest concentration of firms - 61 (including 30 with exactly 50% outsiders) - is in the 4%50% range. To distinguish the differences between the
firms on the basis of outside representation on the board, I divide the sample
into approximate thirds. All firms in which outsiders make up no more than
40% of the directors are considered insider-dominated firms, all firms in which
at least 60% of the board are outsiders are designated outsider-dominated
firms, and firms with between 40% and 60% outsiders are considered mixed
boards. According to this assignment procedure, 146 firms have mixed boards,

‘An alternativemeasure is the fraction of insiders on the board. Thh alternativemeasure is
highly correlatedwith the fractionof outsiderson the board,as the correlationcoefficientbetween
the two is - 0.823 and the rank correlationis -0.823. The fraction of outsidersis used h the
emp+ical work tecause of the claims in the institutionalliterature[.seeMace (1971)] that grey
directorsdo not raonitormanagement.
‘For the years 1974-1976 and 1981-I983, for which MacAvoyet al did not collect any data,
the board data nr:retaken from the nearestavailableyear(either1977 or 1980).Th5 apprkmation does not apg:earto be too haccurate because board composition changes extremelyslowly
over t&E. %Y “.apk, between I977 znd 1980, &y 6% of the firms in the MacAvoy et al.
sample changed t s percentageof outsiderson theirboardsby at least 20% When the equations
are e&mated on the 1977-80 subsample,the results are similar to those on the entire sample,
although the co& zients are ilot estimatedaz preciselyas with tie e&e sunple.
6For st~c ef I;heanal@, earningsdata from the COMPUSTATIrhstrial file were used,
reducing the total number of firms to 322.
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Table 1
The frequency of outsider representation on the boards of 367 NYSE firms
in 1980.
Proportion of directors
who are outside&

04%
S-10%
lo-15%
15-20%
2O-25%
25-30%
3Q-35%
35-4046
40-45%
45-50%
-55%
55-6036
60-654,
670%
70-75%
75-80%
80-8546
85-9046
90-10046
Total

Number of
3
2
5
7
11
9
23
34
37
61
‘LD
z
26
32
28
20
7
5
0

367

‘The ranaes am inclusive of the uuuer bound. For examnle, the 30 Grms
&iii e~~tlf50%
outsides a~ includG in the 45-50% grouj rather t&n the
SO-55% group.

compared with 93 insider-dominated hoards and 128 outsider-dominated
boards.’
Table 2 presents the reason given in the Wkll Street Jotma! for the CEO
resignations. Retirement (138 instances) is the most common. Perhaps the
most striking feature of this table is that in only 9 of the 286 resignations was
performance given as a reason why the CEO was replaced. In some of these
nine cases, it was not the firm that mentioned performance but the Wall Street
Journal which cited rumors that performance was the true reason.
Yet there is evidence that poor performance does precede CEO resignations.
The findings of Coughlan and Schmidt (1985) and Warner, Watts, and Wruck
(1988) both imply that poor stock performance tends to raise the probability
‘There are many firms with exactly the same percentesc af carisiders. Therefore, it was
impossible to divide the sample into exact thirds without including two firms with exactly tire
same fraction of outsiders into different categories. This me+&odof dividing the sample was
chosen because of its simplicity. Alternate divisions, sue?, as dividing the sample at equally as
possible, yield similar results.
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of a resignation. The same eikt exists in my data. In the four qrci;rters
a+Sretadjusted returns were on average 4.8% lower
preceding retirements, m_-_than the average annual return from my sample. In the four quarters preceding all other resignations market-adjusted returns were 6.5% lower than
average returns. Both differences are significantly different from zero but they
are not significantly different from each other.
This suggests that companies do not announce the true reason behind their
CEOs’ resignaiions. Therefore, I ignore the stated reasons for resignation in
constructing my sample. I do, however, eliminate the resignations for which I
am able to corroborate the cause independently. Changes in CEOs caused by
death and preceding a takeover are excluded because these ‘resignations’ are
totally verifiable.”
One other variable that is highIy correlated with the probability of a
planned resignation is the age of the CEO. A nontrivial number of the
resignations take effect on the CEO’s sixty-fifth birthday. These resignations
are likely to be actual retirements, unrelated to performance. Smce the R&es
data on the age of the CEO are accurate only to within a year, all firms with
CEOs aged 64,6S, or 66 were excluded? Excluding these observations is likely
to increase the signal-to-noise ratio and ultimately the precision of the
estimates.10
4. Empirical specification
To test whether outside boards monitor management more effectively than
inside boards and to compare the sixes of the effects across board types, I
relate CEO resignations to performance measures. If a stronger relationship
exists between poor performance and the probability of a CEO’s being
replaced for outsider-dominated than for insider-dominated boards, this would
provide evidence that outsiders play a role in mo,nitoringmanagement. Eind-

‘The four aublic scandals and the five instances of CEOs taking prestigious positions elsewhere
might also be”considered verifiable. Excluding these obsenrations from the sample does not change
the results in any meaningful way.
‘Excluding these observations does not meaningfully affect the result.‘,when stock returns are
used as the explanatory variable. However, in the logits using earnings discussed below, excluding
these observations drastically affects the results. This difference is possibly caused by CEOs wk;
have compensation plans based on earnings. These CEOs have an incentive to manipulate the
intertemporal structure of earnings to maximize their compensation. This strategy makes sense
only if the resignation is anticipated, so it is not likely to be a problem in the case of an
unanticipated remova!= For a detailed study of how management can manipulate earnings to
maximize their compensation, see Healy (1385).
“A number of resignations located in Forbes were not discussed by the Wall Street Journal.
These resignations were also eliminated berause it is impossible to iso!ate the date of the
resignation accurately enough from ik Forbes surveys.
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Table 2
The principal reason given by the Z.1~ Simet Jownal for CEO resignations; sample: 367 NOSE
fim between 1974 and 1983.
Number of
resignations

Reason

Retirement
Penonal reasons
Death
Normal succession procedure
Ihess
Performancementioned
Policy or personalitydisagreement
Take prestigiousappointmenteisewkre

138
17
12
II
9
9
8
5
4
4
3
2
1
63
5%

F~ll~~dbytak~ei
scandal
Company policy to retire at 60

Merger
CEO purchaseda subsidiary and will rxn it
No reason given
Total

ing the same relationship across different types of boards would imply that
boards do not difkr systematically in monitoring management.
I test this hypothesis usin,= !ogit models to estimak the probability of a
CEO change” The logistic approach assumes that
Pr( CEO leaves his job) = F( x/3) = exp( x/3)/( 1 + exp( x/.3)),
where x is a vector of varkoies (including a constant) that may affect the
CEO’s probability of losing his job, and #3 is a parameter vector. The
distribution F is known as the logistic distribution. I use maximum likelihood
to estimate the parameters. The log of the likelihood function for the logit
model is given by
logL= &*log[F(xJ3)]

+ C(f - cJ*log[;

-F(%S%

where Ci is a dummy variable equal to one if there is a resignation in a given
firm-year.

is not an spp:opriate sta&icai technique for this problem because the
‘I Ordinary least sqwares
.
dependent variable is dichotomous. For a complete description OFlogit, see Amemiya (1985).
Logit was used instehd of probit to be consistent with the previous literature [CoughIan and
Schmidt (1985), Warner, Watts, and Wruck (I?!%)].The results are similar if probit is used instead
of logit.
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The first performance measure used is the return on the company’s stock
minus the return on a value-weighted market portfolio.12 When stock returns
are used as the performance measure, the logit equations are estimated using
&m-quarters as the unit of observation and the return for the year prior to the
quarter in question as the performance measure. This approach was adopted
to mimmize the time between the performance period and the potential
resignation. The alternative approach of using ammal data would have associated a resignation in, say, November 1982 with the performance of the stock
in 1981, leaving eleven months between the measured predictive period and
the event. If boards of dizctors do not remove CEOs for poor performance, it
is plausible that the time lag would be relatively short. Therefore, annual data
will, in general, paint a less accurate picture of the relationship between
performance and removals than quarterly data.
5. Results of the predltion equatl~ns

5.1. Usingstock returns as the petformance measure
The removal equations with stock returns as predictors are shown in table 3.
The first column indicates the relationship for the entire sample. The coefficient on the return variable is negative and significantly difIerent from zero.
This means that a poor stock return increases the probability of a CEO’s
losing his job. This result replicates the results of Coughlan and Schmidt
(1985) and Warner, Watts, and Wruck (1988) with an effect smaller than the
former and larger than the latter. The relationship between stock return and
the probability of the CEC’s b eing replaced implied in these equations is
illustrated in the first column in table 4. For the median firm in the bottom
decile of stock returns, with a return 33% lower than the market, the CEO has
a 6% chance of losing his job, while the CEO of the median Snn in the top
decile that outperformed the market by 70% has a 3% chance of losing Ma j&.
Considering that CEOs leave their jobs for many reasons, the size of this
difference seems fairly large.
‘Fhe second column of table 3 examines the effect of stock returns on
resi~~t;nnE
ankles
.U types. For the inside boards, the returns
IU”“‘I0 U%.&
VU diffe-mt
lnlc h“odd
“An alternative approach involves estimating market model parameters for each firm by
estimating the equation
Ri, = a, + pi Ml + sirv

where R;, is the return on firm i, M, is the return on market portfolio, and oi and pi are the
market model parameters. The residuals from this equation could be used as the performance
measure. The reason this approach was not used in that if the parameters were estimated using
date from several years prior to the resignation, the estimate of the u would likely be biased
downward for firms with bad CEOs. For these firms, the residuals from the market model will not
reflect true CEO performance,
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coefficient is negative, but is small and not significantly different from zero.
For mixed boards the coefficient ( - 0.20 = -0.46 + 0.26) is even smaller in
absolute vaiue and is also not significantly different from zero. However, there
is a larger effect for outside boards. The coefficient (= 1.63 = -0.46 - 1.17) is
significantly di”litlent from ~cro at the 1% level and sign&candy different from
the coefficients on either inside or mixed boards at the 10% level.13
The derivative of the probability of resignation with respect to stock returns
illustrates the impact of board type. The derivative (evaluwted at a return of
0.0) is -0.066 for companies with outside boards, -.0.022 for companies with
inside boards, and -O.Oiri for companies with mixed boards. This derivative,
a measure of the responsiveness of the removal decision to stock performance,
is three times -as large for the companies with outside boards as for any other
board type. Although the larger effect for inside boards than for mixed boards
is unexpected, the difference between the two is not sign&ant. The difference
between the outside boards and mixed boards is significant at the 5% level.
The difference between outside boards and inside boards is not significant at
conventional significance levels.14
The probabilities of remova! :mplied from these logit equations for each
board type are shown in tab16 1. For outside boards the probabilities range
from 7% for a firm in the bottom decile to 1.3% for a firm in the top decile.
The difference between these probabilitie& is 5.7%, which is significant at the
1% confidence level. For inside boards the pr&bWcs
range from 5.7% to
3.6%, a difference of just 2.1%. This difference is not significant at any

‘“I use one-taiijed tests here and below kcause there are many a priori reasons why outsiders
would monitor better than insiders but few why insiders would monitor better than outsiders. The
hypothesis is hence a ‘one-tailed’ hypothesis.
For the whole sample (including CEOs of all ages) the right-hand side of the estimated equation
was
- 4.00 - 0.54 R -k 0.19 R * Dmixod- 0.63 R l Doutide
(1.19)
(36.4)
(1.38)
(0.36)
+ 0.14 Dmix&+ 0.04 D~~&i&*
(0.25)
(0.93)
(t-statistics are At parentheses.) The coefhcient on outside boards is still significantly different
from zero but is no longer significantly different from the coefficient on inside boards.
The equations shown in table 4 and below include dummy variables for each board type. These
dummy variables make each of these equations eqnivalent to estimating separate equations for
each board type. The equations are shown in this form to facilitate testing whethervariouse%cts
differ across board types.
14The standard errors used here and below are calculated using the delta method [see Rao
- u
.Y A!;IR-d;~~le
_X._SbUUO
(196511. If a parameter vector w has a variance-covariance matrix V, and g ;s
function, then tl%evariance-covariance matrix of g(w) is approximated asymptotically by G’VG,
where G is the .c;icc;bianmatrix of g. The numbers referred to in the text as t-statistics therefore
do not actually have a small-sample t-distribution but are equal to the ratio of the parameter
estimate and an asymptotic approximation of the standard error. Under the null hypothesis that
the coefficient is equal to zero they have an asymptatic standard normal distribution.
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Table 3
Logit equations predicting CEO turnover using stock retur~~;~ sample: 12,997 firm-quarters
between 1974 and 1983 (CEOs must be either younger than li4 or older than 66); asympdotic
t-statistics in parentheses.
Variable

COeff.

COeff.

COeff.

COelT.

Constant

- 4.39
(54.9)

- 4.39
(31.4)

-4.60
(28.8)

- 4.60
(28.8)

0-b
DouLsi&

-

c

Retur&
Re.%rn *
D mix4

- 0.64
(2.28)
-

Return +
Douwidc

0.13
(0.68)

0.03
(0.13)

- 0.03
(0.14)

-0.46
(0.92)

- 0.44
(0.88)

0.26
(0.39)

0.19
(0.28)

- 0.45
(O-87)
Z.20
(0.295

- 1.17
(1W
-

- 1.11

-

Retune, *
D mixed

-

-

Return_,*
Doulsidc

-

-

-

age>66
Log like&A

- 846.76

0.23
(1.15)

- 0.18
(0.86)

Retaux 1

Dummy if

(Z)

- 843.76

(1.52)

- 1.07
(1.43)
-0.10
(0.20)

-

- 0.08
(0.11)
-0.44
m “..
(U.II)

i.z.6
(5.82)
-830.88

i.23
(5.61)
- .830.45

%e dependent variable is equal to 1 if there was a CEO change in a gives ql~%~ zd 8
o<&er-;;is;
bD,,‘is
a dummy variable that is 1 if the company’s board contains between 40% and 60%
outsiders.
lDMe
is a dummy variables that is 1 if the cciriipi~~y*s
‘boardcontains at ieast 60% outsiders.
The variable Return is the return on a comgany’s stock minus the return on a value-weighted
market portfolio in the four quarters prior to the period.

conventional significance level. These implied probabilities again illustrate the
monitoring efkct of the outside directors.
The third column of table 3 includes a dummy vanable for whether the
CEO was past retirement age. (All CEOs at retirement age were excluded from
the sample.) A possible objection to the results described above is that they are
just proxies for effects d&c to age,,a variable that seems likely to have an effect
on the probability of retirement. Indeed, the coefficient on this age variable is
significant and does increase the probability of retirement. It has little effect,
however, on the estimates of the other coeffkknts.
The final column oQtable 3 includes the returns for two years prior to the
resignation as explanttorj variables. The variable Weturt~_l is the marlcet-
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Table 4
Implied annual probability of resignation by marked-adjusted stock return decile and cxdhier
representation on the board for 367 NYSE firms from 1974 to 1983.=
Implied probability of resignation
(standard errorb)
Percentage outsiders on board
Decile

Return vs.
marketc

I4OW

> 4@&, < 6&’

26Ows

(0.00073)

0.057
(0.0128)

0.052
(0.0105)

0.070
(0.0141)

- 0.204

0.056
(0.0054)

0.054
(O--7)

0.057
(0.0094)

- 0.125

0.053
(0.0046)
0.051
(O.oos2)

0.052
(0.0082)

0.051
(NlO82)
c_;$ q
(0.0071)

0.050
(0.0075)

0.050
(0.0065)

0.045
(0.0068)

-nnn<
“.““d

0.049
(0.0039)

0.049
(0.0070)

0.049
(0.0061)

0.041
(0.0063)

0.057

0.047
(MO38)

(:=8)

(:&)

0.037
(0.0061)

0.045
(0.0039)

(ZZO)

(zz2)

- 0.331

4

Entire
sample

-0.065

GA17

0.061

0.050
(0.0076)

8

0.207

0.043
(O.uM2)

0.045
(0.0076)

0.047
(0.0068)

9

0.371

0.038
(0.0050)

0.041
(0~0094)

(:=8)

0.034
(0.0060)
0.029
(0.m)
Cl.022
(0.061)

0.031
(O-0064)

0.036
(0.0132)

0.042
(0.0136)

0.013
(0.0056)

1.9

0.?08

aImplied probabilities are obtained from @it equations that predict the probability of a CEQ
resignation in a giveu c~mrterusing the market-adjusted r&urns for the four previous quarters as
the indwdent
variable. Tke probabilities are then multipliti >y four to approximate annual
probabilities.
bathe staudard errors are computed using the delta method [Rao (1%5)].
‘The Return vs. mar&et variable is the return on the company’s stock for the median stock in a
given de&z of the firms ranked in terms of stock returns minus a value-weighted market index.
dEstimated model: In(odds of resignation) = - 4.39 - 0.64 (market-adjusted return).
‘Estimated model: Idodds of resignation) = - 4.39 - 0.46 (market-adjusted return).
‘Estimated model: In(odds of resignation) = - 4.26 - 0.20 (market-adjusted return).
gEstimated model: h(odds of resignation) = - 4.57 - 1.63 (market-adjusted return).

adjusted return for the four quarters prior to the period covered in Return, i.e.,
the return between eight and five quarters prior to the quarter of the potential
resignation. The estimates indicate that resignations are not sensitive to
returns from previous years. This result, together with a similar one from
Warner, Watts, and Wruck, suggests that boards react relatively q~icldy to
poor performance in their decision 10 replace the CEO.
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5.2. Using earnings as the performance meawe

A second measure of corporate performance is accounting earnings. Despite
the many problems with using earnings data as a measure of profitability [see
Fisher and McGowan (1983), Solomon (1970), and StauRer (1971)], earnings
data have one large advantage over stock price data for the purposes of
measuring the performance of the CEO: earnings data measure short-term
profits. The stock price reflects the present discounted value of the expected
future cash flows of the company. The stock price incorporates the market’s
estimate of the probability that a bad CEO wilI be fired. Therefore, the stock
price of firms with bad CEOs is greater than it would be if the CEOs were
given a lifetime job guarantee. If a company were known to be likely to
replace bad management, e.g., if it had an outsider-dominated board of
directors, this difference becomes even larger. This argument implies that using
stock price data may underestimate the monitoring effect of outsiders. In
addition, if boards of directors base executive turnover decisions on economic
pro&ability, then a tinding that accounting earnings data can predict CEO
resignations is consistent with a relation between accounting profits and
economic profits [Fisher and McGowan (198311.
As the decisions to change CEOs are likely to be related to unanticipated
changes in performance, I would like to use a measure of unexpected earnings.
A large literature on the time series behavior of accounting earnings [see Ball
and Watts (1972) and Foster (1978)] finds that annual earnings follow approximately a random walk. This implies that changes in earnings are an
unbiased estimate of unexpected earnings15
The choice of the appropriate earnings measure presents some di&ulties.
The measure used below is earnings before interest and taxes (EBla).14 This
measure was used to prevent changes in capital structures or tax treatments
from obscuring differences in earnings measures of performance. The change
in EBZT is standard&l by the book value of the firm’s assets in the previous
year (A _ 1) to control for size di&rences.
Finally, to control for factors allizcting earnings changes in the year of CEO
turnover caused by industry effects, the average standardized earnings change
is computed for all the firms on the COMPUSTAT industrial tape with the
same two-digit SIC code as the test firm. This average is subtracted from the
standardized earnings change for the test firm. The resulting variable provides
“An earher version of this paper used earnings levds nomdized by asset Eeve’tsE.Pthe mmmre
of performance. The results were all quaiitatively identical. Earniia~ changes are WSCC
Ilere
because the appropriate benchmark for measuring CEO performance wou!.d seem to be the
une.xpected component of earnings.
“%is variable is constructed by adding data items 15, 16, 18, and 49 on the ai;nual
COMPUSTAT industrial tape.
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a measure of tmexpected earnings that should not be sensitive to the firm’s
size, industry, capital structure, or tax treatment.l’
The resttlts from these logits are shown in table 5. The variable AEBIT
reflects the most recent earnings change of which the board of directors has
knowledge, and AEBIT_ 1 and dEBIT_, the two prior changes. In the first
column, earnings changes for the three years prior are used to predict
resignations for the entire sample. The only variable with a sign&ant coefficient is dEBIT_,. A possible explanation for this follows from the fact that
CEOs can rnaninulrte
c ------ earnings streams [Healy (1985), DeAngelo (1987)] and
have an incentive to report high earnings before their retirement. Since a large
fraction of the resignations in my sample is likely to be planned in advance,
high earnings changes for these firms might offset poor earnings chanse for the
firms where the board of directors removes the CEO, obscuring the relationship between poor unexpected earnings for the year prior to the resignation
and the probability of resignation.
The results broken down by fraction of outsiders are shown in the second
column for the two earnings announcements prior to the resignation. The
coefficients on the performance variables for inside and mixed are not sign.&
cantly different from zero. The coefficient for outsiders is negative and
significantly different from zero and from the insiders coefficient at the 5%
level for AEBIT and at the 1% level for dEBIT_,.‘*
The implied probabilities of a CEO change calculated from this equation are
similar to those from th:: returns eqrations. For the entire sample, the
probability of resignation for a CEO with earnings changes in the bottom
decile for two subsequent years is 0.071 in t-he folloting year. The probability
of a CEO resignation in the year following two earnings changes in the top
decile is 0.033. The difference between the two is satisticahy significant
(t-statistic = 2.94). For the outside boards, the two probabilities are 0.135 and

“Because
hms have fiscal years ending in mouths other than December, the timing of
observations presents a. problem. The unit of observation is taken to be a fiscal year. Since
directors presumably know eamings before they are announced publicly, resignations occurring in
the month of the announcement or the month before the annouacemeni are s&l to have followed
the announcement.
18For the whole sample (including
equation is
- 2.60 +
1.83 A EBIT
(0.72)
(20.2)
+
0.79 dEBIT_,
(0.37)
+

0.18

Du

-

CEOs of all ages) the tight-hand side of the estimated
3.11 A EBIT * Dtixd
(1.02)
1.94 A EBdT ,_1 l Dkd
(0.67)

-

3.76 A EBIT * Dautsnde
(1.04)
- 7.46 AEBIT- I* 4 ,ubidr
(2.11)

-

0.12 Dmeidem
(0.63)

(1.06)
Using the entire sample, the ~xn%cient iu outsiders is still negative for both A ERIT
dEBIT_,.
It is significant for AEBIT_. 1 but not ftir AEiG 7

ad
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Table 5

Logit equations predictiug CEO turnover using earnings changes and’ stock returns;* sampfe:
2,823 fim-years between 1974 and 1983 (CEOs must be either younger than 64 or older than 66);
asymptotic t-statisticsin parentheses.
__-.Coeff.
coeff.
Coeff.
Coeff.
Variable
Constant

Dmixed
b

- 3.02
(31.6)
-

Doulside
=
AEBIP
bEBIT+
Dmimd
dEBIT*
Doutside
dEBIT_,
AEBfT_, l
Dmixed
A EBIT_ 1l
Dal&&
Return=
Return *
Dtied
Retum l
Doutide
Loglikelih~

- 0.33
(0.17)
-

- 5.23
(3.49)
-

-2.92
(18.9)

- 2.91
(18.9)

- 2.89
(18.6)

- 0.05
(0.22)

- 0.01
(0.05)

-@.I0
(0.43)

- 0.63
(2.31)

- 0.16
(0.70)

- 0.62
(2.24)

(Ski)

4.18
(1.39)

- 3.95
(0.90,

- 5.53
(1.22)

-. 10.08
(2.29)

-

- 9.38
(2.04)

-

0.63
(0.27)
- 4.82
(1.39)

(iii)
- 4.81
(1.41)

-

- 14.52
(3.73)
- 0.35
(1.29)
-

- 13.87
(3.29)
- 0.29
(0.73)

-0.44
(1.05)

0.57
(0.97)
- 1.38

0.75
(1.21)

(l.Yl)
- 554.85

- 547.17

.555.31

- 0.72
(O&q
- 544.39

*The dependent variable is equal to 1 if there was a CEO change in a given year and 0
otherwise.
bDtid is a dummy variables that is 1 if the company’s board contains between 40% and 60%
outsiders.
c4ulsi*e is a dummy variables that is 1 if the company’s board contains at least 60% outsiders.
d’The variable J EBIT is the company’s change iu the earnings before interest and taxes
weighted by the book value of assets in the most recent fiscal year prior to the potenthI
resignation. This variable is adjusted for industry effects by subtracting from it the mean for all
the Grms on CGMI?USTAT h the sanx two-digit SIC code.
‘The variable Return is the return on a company’s stock minus the return on a value-weighted
market portfolio in the forx quarters prior to the period.
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0.010. Again the difference between them is statistically sign&ant (t-statistic
= 3.80). For the inside boards, the poor earnings decrease the change of a
resignation, as earnings changes in the bottom decile predict a 6.7% chance of
a resignation and earnings changes in the top decile predict a 3.9% chance.
However, the difference between these two numbers is not statistically signi&
cant (f-statistic = 1.45). That the difference is statisticahy sign&ant for the
outside boards but not for the inside boards is evidence that the outsiders
engage in some monitoring.
These results show that there is a relation between both stock returns and
changes in earnings and the probability that a CEO will be replaced for
outsider-domintied Grms but not for insider-dominated firms. Yet, the
accounting literature has documented a well-known re!ation between stock
returns and earnings [see Watts and Zimmerman (1985)]. A possible: explanatron for this resuit for earnings changes is that the sign&ant coefficients on
the changes in earnings just act as a pioxy for the ‘true’ relation between stock
returns and CEO changes.
To test this explanation I estimate equations including both earnings
changes and stock returns as expIanatory variables. A significant coeglcient on
changes in earnings in this equation would suggest that the boards of directors
base their decision to retain a CEO in part on the component of changes in
earnings not contained in stock returns.1g
For purposes of comparison, I re-estimate the returns equation using annual
data on the 322 firms with earnings data available in the third column. The
results are qualitatively identical to the recults presented in table 3. The
coefficients for companies with outsider-dominated boards are all negative and
signiflcantly different from zero and from the coefficient on companies with
insider-dominated boards.
In the fourth column, I include both earnings changes and returns. The
coefficients on earnings changes for companies with outside boards are both
negative and significantly different from both zero and the coefficient for
companies with inside boards. Including returns in the equation does little to
the co&icients on changes in earnings. However, the coefficient on returns for
outsider-dominated companies is noticeably smaller when earnings changes
are inclttded. It is still signiflcantly different from zero at almost the 5% level
using a one-tailed test (l-statistic = -MS), but is no longer significantly
different from the coefficient for insider-dominated companies. Thus this
equation provides support for the view that boards of directors look at
“The fact that the returns were -:o.mputedquarterly and the earnings changes were computed
on an annual basis presented a problem. The equations presented here use firm-years as the unit
of observation. The returns are the market-adjusted returns for the year prior to the year of the
obse_rvatiorjand the earnings changes are exactly the same as discussed above. This method is
employed instead of quarterly warnings changes because anntial data are available for a larger
fraction of my sample.
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accounting numbers when evaluating a CEO’s performance, possibly even
more than at stock returns.
5.3, Controllingfor shareholdings
A related concern is that shareholdings rather than the number of outside
directors determine the board’s level of monitoring. To test this hypothesis, I
use data gathered by the Corporate Data Exchange (CDE) on the shareholdings of 456 Fortune 500 corporations for 1980.20Of these 456 firms, 220 are in
the sample of Grms used for the returns equations and 2Og are in the sample
used for the earnings equations. The CDE lists the shareholdings of’ each
director with a stake larger than 0.2% of the total shares and iden^ties the top
two o&ers of the corporation, usually the CEO and the chairman of the
board. A deficiency of these data is that they do not distinguish between
outsiders and insiders except for the top two officers. Nevertheless, the CDE
data do provide some insiits into the relations between board shareholclmgs,
board composition, and CEO turnover.
A first pass at the CDE data merged with the composition data yields a
strong relation between shareholdings and board composition. An ordinary
least squares regression tells the basic story:
Fraction of outsiders = 0.51.5 - 0.532 Stake of top
on board
(4.63) two oficers
(39.6)
-0.434 Stake of rest + 0.00007 Assets,
(2.95)
of board
(0.032)
Rz=O.lll,

Number of firms=236.

(z-statistics are in parentheses.) Even controlling for size, shareholdings by
both the top two officers of the firm and the rest of the board decrease the
number of outsiders on the board.21
The same correlation is illustrated in more detail in table 6. The top panel
gives the average stakes of the top two ofllcers and the rest of the board. In
insider-dominated companies, the top two officers owned an average of nearly
g% of their company’s stock Ga1980, whereas in outsider-dominated companies, the top two officers owned an average of only 1.57%. The same effect is

*‘Many thanks go to RandallMO&, AndreiShleifer,and R.obe.rt
Vishny for providingme with
their data, which are describedin detail in Merck,Shleifer,and Vishny (1988).
*‘The stakes here are expressed as fractions,so that the equation would predict that a firm
whose CEO Wds iGX of the company’sstock and whose boardoutside the CEO has negligible
hold@+ would be predictedto have 47.8%outsiderso~i the board.
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Table 6
The association between board compositionaud board shareholdingsfor 208 NYSE corporatkzs
in 1980.
(A) Averageholdings by board type (W)

-type
Insidea

MixNIb

Entire

Outsidec

sample

Chairman8t president

7.98

2.32

1.57

3.71

Rest of board

5.26

2.39

1.75

3.01

(B) The distributionof board staG.esby boardtype
Numberof Gms with s?akeof board
(excludingthe stakeof chair13tp&dent)
No. of

< 0.2%

Board type
@de
Mixed
Outside

60

Entire sample

2 0.2%, c 2%
:

z

12
31
21

208

64

80

12%, <20%

220%

25
16
14

5
3
1

55

9

32
’

aInside boards have no more:than 40%outsiders.
bMixed boards have between 40%and 60%outsiders.
cOutside boards have at least 60%outsiders.

true for the rest of the board. In insider-dominated companies, the board other
than the CEO and chairman owned 5.26% of the shares, whereas in outsiderdominated companies, they owned only 1.75%. Board holdings exchtsive of the
top two oficers are broken down in the second panel of table 6. The pattern is
the same as in the ear&r columns. Insider-dominated 6rms have much greater
ownership by directors than do outsider-dominated firms.
The relation betwee-U +he CEEos’shareholdings and outsiders on the board is
relatively easy to explain. The evidence presented above and in the institutional literature on boards suggests that CEOs have incentives to avoid
including outsiders on the board. One explanation for this relation is that
CEOs with more shares have mare power in the firm and hence can keep
outsiders off the board. 4 second argument follows from the Jensen and
Meckling (1976) agency cost story. As a CEC’$ shareholdings grow as a
fraction of his wealth, his irrterests bc +\memore aligned with the shareholders’,
so agency costs diminish. Thus there may be less need for monitoring by
outside directors when the CEO has a large stake in the firm.
‘I’here are a number of explanations for the correlation between the hdhgs
of the rest of the board and the composition of the beard- One ~x~~s-~~~o~ k
tha,t when an outsider has a significant stake in the firm, further outside
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directors are not deemed necessary, because the first outsider already has
significant incentives to monitor management. A second exp!anation is &et
ownership by inside directors and monitoring by outside direcu~s are altemative mechanisms used by shareholders to control agency problems. Yet a third
explanation is that family-dominated companies are generally both tightly
held and insider-dominated. Hermalin and Weisbach (1987a) have shown for a
subsample of 142 of the firms from this study t&t m;zh of the relation
between board ownership and composition can be explained by family directors.
Shareho!dings might a!%ct +hcCEO turnover proces:: in several ways. When
a CEO has more power in the &m, he is more diflicult to remove. Since
shareholdings are likely to be one source of a CEO’s power, one might expect
that a large stake in the Grm would decrease the probability that a CEO is
replaced. To test this hypothesis, I include the CEO’s shareholding in the
resignation equations.
The results from these equations are shown in the second cohrmn of table 7.
In each case, increased shareholdings of the CEO reduce the probability that
he resigns, although the reduction is not sign&antly different from zero.
Nonetheless, including this variable in the equation does not affect the other
coefficients.
Since board shareholdings are correlated with board composition, a possible
objection to these results is that board composition may not be what determines monitoring levels, but that board composition is simply a proxy for
shareholdings. Merck, Shleifer, and Vishny (1988) argue that directors will not
monitor management without a significant stake in the firm. I test this
hypothesis by examinin g whether the monitoring level depends on the shareholdings of the nr?ncontrolling directors (other than the CEO and the ch&man).
I divide the sample of firms into three subsamples based on the holdings of
the noncontrolling directors. The first subsample has no noncontrolling directors with enough shares to be listed on the CDE director (i.e., no director has
0.2% of the shares). These 64 flr& will be referred to as having negligible
holdings. I split the remaining Grms into two categories based on whether the
noncontrolling directors hold more than 2% of stock. Although 2% is arbitrary,
it seems plausible that in the 64 companies in which noncontrolling boards
hold less than 2%, they may exercise some significant power over management.
In the 80 companies where the noncontrolling directors hold less than 2% cf
the stock but enough to be listed on the CDE directory, these directors are
likely to exercise much less control over management.22
22There are several problems with this approach. The most obviolusis that I am using 1980data
to acasure board sontrol for 1974 to 1983. In doing so, L am implicitly assuming that board
shareholdings do not change over this ten-year period. I also am not able to separate the
shareholdings of outsiders and insiders. These equations arc intended as a first pass at an
important question, using the data that are available.
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Table 7
Logit equations predicting CEO turnoverusing stock returnsand mmagement shareho!Sgs;a
sample: 8,862 firm-quartersbetween 1974 and 1983 (CEOs must be either younger thar;64 or
older than 66); asymptoticr-statisticsin parentheses.
Variable
Constant

Coeff.
- 4.34
(25.5)

C&f.
- 4.25
(23.6)

Co&.
-4.19
(26.2)

Dmixed
b

0.03
(0.10)

- 0.03
(0.13)

Doutside=

-0.18
(0.72)

- 0.24
(0.92)

-0.15
(0.26)

-0.15
(0.26)

-0.48
(0.59)
-2.09
(2.32)

- 0.45
(0.55)

-

- 2.08
(2.28)

-

- 1.28

-

Return +
D&.4.
Return l
Doulsidc
Stake of CEO

4b02f

-

-

Return *
Qlmil
Return *

-

-

- 0.59
(1.00)

Log likelihood

- 0.22
(0.96)
- 0.32
(1.39)
(Z)

4ho2

- 586.49

- 585.84

- 4.14
(20.7)
0.02
(O-09)
-0.19
(0.70)

(1.11)
-

COeff.

- 1.08
(1.27)
- 587.04

-0.10
(0.14)
- 0.53
(O-64)
- 2.10
(2.19)

-1.04
(0.84)
- 0.20
(0.83)
-0.29
(I.16)
0.78
(0.88)
- 0.68
(0.75)
- 583.88

‘The dependent varhble is equal to 1 if there was a CEO change in a g&n year and 0
otherwise.
bD&@j is a dummy variablethat is 1 if the compauy’sboard contains between 40%and 60%
outsiders.

is a dummy variablethat is 1 if the company’sboard contains at least 60%outsiders.
dTbe variable Return is the returnon a comuz~‘s stock minus the returnon a value-weighted
market portfolio in the four quartersprior to the $hd.
ebI
is a dummy variable that is 1 if the directorscollectivelyown less than 0.2% of the
company’s stock.
‘I&a is a dummy variablethat is 1 if the directorsco&cthly own betweea 0.2% and 2% of the
compauy’s stock.
cDoutside

In the third column of table 7, I estimate the resignation equations separating the saxxples by ownership level instead of by board composition The
resuits do not indicate that any one group engages in more monitoring than
any other group. The boards with moderate levels of ownership appeared to
do the most monitoring, although the difference among the groups is not
satistically significant. In the analogous earnings equations (not presented), the
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firms whose boards own negligible amounts of stock seem to do the most
monitoring, although the effect appears only in the lagged earnings and not in
the most recent earnings change. I’& two equations together do not lead to
any clear conclusions about the role of shareholdings in motivating boards to
monitor managers.
In the fourth column of table 7, I separate the sample both by composition
group and by ownership group. The one result from these equations is that
having outsiders on the board seems to have a large effect on its monitoring
level. The coefficients are essentially unchanged from the original equations,
shown in the first column of table 7.23 The same result holds for the analogous
earnings equation. Thus, the monitoring effect of the outsider-dominated
boards does not appear to be a function of the ownership of the board.
Rather, it seems that the composition of the board is what drives its level of
monitoring.
5.4. Additional tests
One possible objection to the above results is that the CEO replacement
relationship might vary systematically depending on a Grm’s size or industry.
Since board composition is correlated with both firm size and industry, it is
possible that the relationship discovered above is caused by board composition
proxying for size or industry effects. To evaluate this interpretation, I control
for size and industry effects in my equations. Since the results are not
particularly revealing, they are not reported.
Including a measure of size in the equation has essentially no effect, either
by itself or on the other variables. Since one might expect the strength of the
monitoring relation to vary depending on the size of the firm, I also include
terms interacting size and performance measures in the equation. These
variables have no statistically or economically meaningful effect, either by
themselves or on the other variables. Finally, I include dummies that are equal
to one if the firm is in a certain SIC two-digit industry code. All industries
with at least four ohms in them are included. Including these dummies does
not affect the basic result: the coefficient on outside boards is still significant at
the 10% level in each equation.
An independent way of conGrming ,_..at the results represent boards of
directors firing CEOs and not simply that poor stock returns and earnings
tend to precede resignations in general is to consider resignations that are
caused by exogeneous forces. A finding that prior performance does not
predict these resignations would provide support for the view that in the
‘3Because of the restriction that the firm must be included in the CDE directory, these
equations are estimated on a ,mJier erunple of firms and hence have slightly ditferent parameter
estimates. Therefore, I re-estimate the basic equations in the first columns of table 7. These
es:;:nates are the wes againAtwhich the ones in the later columns of table 7 should be compared.
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previous cases, poor performance does cause the rcsi;iations. I therefore
estimate the logit equations on the subsample of CEOs who are 64,65, or 66
and are highly likely to resign because of mandatory retirement. The right side
of the removal equation using returns is
-

2.51 - 0.82 Return + 0.69 Return * Dtid
(13.2) (1.21)
(0.76)
+ 0.57 R&U,FF
r; Dbutsidc
-I- 0.26 DM
(0.70)
ww

+ 0.29 DOutide.
(1.16)

(t-statistics are in parentheses.) The coeflkient on returns for each of the
groups is negative but the magnitudes are very small and none of the
coefficients is signifkantly different from zero. The coeflkient on outside
boards is -6.25, which is less &&anone sixth of - 1.63, the coefficient in the
equation for the CEOs not of mandatory retirement age.
5.5. Interpretations
The results s-rggst that outside boards rely more frequently than inside
boards on perfo-mance, at least as measured by publicly available measures,
when making removal decisions. The obvious interpretation of these results is
that the ourside directors see a monitoring role. A potential alternative
explanation, however, is that some third factor simultaneously determines
which companies have outside boards and which companies have CEO turnover
after poor performance.
One factor may be the amount of ‘power’ the CEO has within the firm.
Suppose some CD& are weak, in the .sense that they do not command much
loyalty or control over their shareholders. Other CEOs are strong, because
they do command such loyalty and control. Strong CEOs can impose their will
on the director selection process, while weak CEOs cannot. Thus, we would
expect that on average strong CEOs would have more insiders on their boards
than weak CEOs. Similarly, strong CEOs would be less likely to be replaced
following poor performance than would weak CEOs. According to this explanation, the relationship between the composition of the board and the
correlation between poor performance and CEO turnover is spurious; both are
actually caused by a third factor, the amount of power the CEO has within the
firm.
This explanation, though, has an additional prediction that we can test.
Suppose that strong CEOs leave office only when they retire voluntarily and
weak CEOs leave office both w&en they are fired and when they resign
voluntarily. If there are no systematic differences between the times when
strong and weak CEOs choose to resign voluntarily, we would expect to see
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strong CEOs remain in office longer than weak CEOs. Thus, this differential
power hypothesis predicts that the CEOs who resign with insider-dominated
boards will have longer tenures than those who resign with ‘outsider-dominated
boards.
The data, however, do not con&m this prediction. The average tenure of
CEOS who resign with insider-dominated boards is 11.7 years, while the
average tenure of CEO s who resign with outsider-dominated boards is 9.7
years. This difference is not significantly differentfrom zero (t-statistic = 1.50).
Moreover, it is driven by a few outliers. The mdian tenure of CEOs who
resign from outsider-dominated 6rms is actually longer than it is for insiderdominated firms; the median tenure is 9 years for outsider-dominated Grms
and 7.5 years for insider-dominated firms. The fact that there does not appear
to be a systematic Merence in the tenure of CEOs who resign between the
two types of firms casts doubt on the hypothesis that the results are caused by
some unobservable factor related to the power of the CEO within the firm.
Nevertheless, the question of how board composition is determined, and
whether it is jointly endogenous with CEO removals, remains. The results can
be plausibly explained by the following story: following poor performance,
firms Erst respond by adding outsiders to the board. If poor performance
continues, these outsiders remove the CEO. If the two stages are approximately contemporaneous and the unobserved forces that determine board
composition are correlated with the ones that determine CEO removal, than
the coefficient estimates in the CEO removal equations would be biased and
inconsistent.
Indeed, results from Hermalin and Weisbach (1987) suggest that firms do
add outsiders to their boards following poor performance. However, the effect
is smalI - a firm with earnings chauges in the bottom decile is predicted to
increase the fraction of outsiders on its board by less than 1%. The effect of
poor stock returns is similar. Since the change in board composition following
poor performance is relatively small, and board composition changes very
slowly over time, it is unlikely that the potential endogeneity of the board
composition is a serious problem.
An interesting fact is that there is no significant dXerence in the overall
number of resignations between board types. If anything, inside boards are
more likely to remove CEOs than outside boards. The average probability of
removal for an insider=dominated firm is about 5% annually; fdr an outsiderdominated firm it is approximately 4%. This fact, together with the results
above, sugges?s that inside boards have reasons for replacing their CEOs
unrelated to publicy available performance measures such as stock returns or
earnings. Another expl&kation is that inside boards have better information
about true performance than is reflected in publicly available measures. Yet a
third explanation is that outside board malmeis
.-amL
tend to be short-sighted and
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remove managers following one bad year. ignoring the fact that the manager
may in fact be maximizing the long-term value of the firm. I will noF test
these various explanations.

6. Analysis of share price movements
6. I. Measuring price responses to announcement of resignations
If CEOs who are removed are in fact poor performers, then Grm value
should increase when the decision to remove them is made. &em studies are
the traditional way to test hypothcss of this type.” This event study estimates
the market model parameters ai and fli for each f%rn, using daily data
occurring both more than 120 trading days before and 60 days folIowing the
resignation by running the following regression:
Rij = ai + BiMj + ~ij,
where R, is the r&rn of 6rm i ‘S stock on day j and Mj is the return of a
value-weighted market index on day j. The residuals from this predicted
equation are computed on the days immediately surrounding the announcement of the resignation in the Wall Street JournaLz Tlhese residuals measure
the percentage change in the expected future profits of the Grm. A positive
residual indicates that there has been good news about the 6rm’s prospects
unrelated to market factors. The cumulative abnormal residuals are computed
for several ‘event windows’ and a test is performed to see whether their
average across firins is significantly different from zero. This procedure tests
whether the news about the sample 6rms conveyed to the market on the event
day is on average gc4 or bad. Through the estimation of the ai and the pi it
controls for both systematic (market-related) risk and any possible anomalies
such as the size effect [Banz (19Sl)].
The results of the event study are presented in table 8. The excess r~kzrm
are shown for several event windows and broken down by board type ad age
“The event study methodology was developed by Fama, Fisher, Je~en, and RoE 41969). The
particular implementation adopted here follows Ruback (1982).
*‘For several of the firms, it was possible to isolate the month of the announcement but not the
exact date. Usually, for these firms, there is an article describing the transition of power saying
something like: ‘Joseph Jones today replaced William Smith, who announced last August he
would step down in Decemberas chief executiveofficerof XYZ Coy&on.
However,therewas

no article discussing the announcementin August. It was thereforepossible to include the change
in the prediction equations but not in the event study.
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Table 8
Excess returns around the date of the announcementof CEO resignations;sample: 367 NYSE
firms between 1974 md 1983; day 0 is the Wall Street Journal announcementdate; t-statisticsin
parentheses.
Eventwindow
Board

Age
restrictions
None

All

AgCCtl4
or >66

All

Outside8

None

Outside

Agec64
or >66

Mixedb

None

Mixed

Age*64
or >66

Inside=
Inside

None

to1

-It01

0.0022
(1.39)

(1.30)

0.0028
(1.77)
0.0034
(1.79)

0.0037
(1.93)

0.0035
(1.77)
0.0054
(2.29)

0.0049
(211)

0.0037
(1.09)

0.0062
(1.81)

otoo
0.0016
(1.41)
O.CXEi

-1 too

0.(3045

(1.55)

(g6

0.0007
(O-40)

0.0043
(1.77)

0.0015
(0.77)

o.tM87
(2.82)

-0.ooo9
(-0.50)

-O.OWl
(-0.57)

-0.ooo7
(-0.28)

-0.0010
(-0.28)

-3t03
0.0027

Numberof
resi~ti~
259

(0.89)
153

0.0050
(1.19)

0.0039
(1.07)
O&O60
(0.91)
0.0080
(1.01)

44

(g6
0.0033
U.13)

0.0011
(0.25)

101

o.cunI2 0.0072
(1.90)
(0.06)
0.0012 ok019
(0.79)
(0.55)
0.0019 0.0016
(0.41)
(0.58)

0.0021
(0.35)

62

0.0011
(0.35)

75

0.0022
(!!_37)

47

0.0105
(2.50)
-0.ooo2
(-0.10)

83

Vutside boards have at least 60% outsiders.tif 367 kms in the sample, 128 have outside
bMixed boards have between 40% and 60%outsiders. Of 367 fums in the sample, 146 have
ourside boards
‘Inside boards have no more than 40%outsiders.Of 367 iirms in the sample, 93 have inside

of CEO. The excess returns are always positive and sometimes significantly
different from zero. This result is different from Warner, Watts, and Wruck’s
(l%g) fmding that the mean of the excess returns was very close to zero. The
entire sample and the entire sample excluding CEOs at mandatory retirement
age are shown in the Grst two lines. The excess returns are positive and
significantly different from zero for the three-day window from the day before
the announcement to the day after the announcement. The excess returns are
larger for cases where the CEO was not of retirement age. This suggests that
more news is revealed by these resignations, which is reasonable, since
retirements of Syear-old CEOs tend to be anticipated.
The reqiduals are broken down by board composition in rows 3 ‘hot@. 8.
Outside boards are shswn in lines 3 and 4, mixed boards in lines 5 and 6, and
inside boards in lines 7 and 8. The effects are positive for outside and mixed
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boards and close to zero for inside boards. The positive residuals for the
outside boards are consistent with the hypothesis that outside boards improve
firm value by replacing bad mmagement. The positive residuals for the mixed
boards are consistent with the argument discussed above that mixed boards
allow both better training for future CEOs and better observation by outside
directors of future CEO candidates. However, the difTerence between the
residuals of different board types is not significantly different from zero. Thus
it is impossible to conclude that outsiders add more to firm value than insiders
do through their removal decisions.26
The excess returns from the market model provide weak evidence that
outside and mixed boards increase their firms’ values when they replace a
CEO. This increase does not seem to be present Z’orinside boards. These
results are consistent with the hypothesis that ottside boards engage in
monitoring that improves firm value. The improvement for mixed boards is
consistent with the argument that a combined board facilitates the evaluation
of CEO candidates by the outsiders. The next section provides a test of these
explanations.

6.2. Explaining the share price respmtses
The final test evaluates whether the event day residuals can be explained by
the prior performance measures. If boards improve firm value by replacing
bad CEOs, there should be a relation between the quality of the CEO and the
change in firm value when he is replaced. If the performance measures are
correlated with the quality of the CEO and all replacements for the CEO are
expected to be of roughly the same quality, then the change in the value of the
firm surrounding the event day will be correlated tith the performance
measure. The test measures whether the cases where the board replaces bad
management are those cases where there is an improvement in firm value when
the change is announced. A finding that there is a relation between prior
performance and the event day residual for outsider-dominated fums but not
for insider-dominated firms would provide additional confirmation for the
results discussed above.
The test is performed by regressing the cumulative excess returns from the
day before the Wail Street Journal announcement until the day following it on
‘6This argumentpresumesthat the marketis correctlyvaluing the firmprior to the resignation.
Warner,Watts, and Wruck(1988) arguethat if the markethas 016) auisy informationabout.firm
value, the resignation of the CEO may signal that the CEO and hence the firm have been
performingpoorly. This signalling effect may cause a stock price to drop following a resignation
even though the resignation increases firm value. Hence, the event study may not be the
appropriateway to investigatewhetherCEO removalsincreasefirmvalue.

the stock returns for the four quarters prior to the resignation.27 The estimated
equation is
Excess = - 0.0010 + ,0.03$3 *Return - 0aOS55 Return * Dtie6
ji.97)
(1.66)
reiurn
@i3 j
- 0.0924 Return * DoutidC+ 0.0099 Dmixea
(l”24j
(3.10)
+ 0.0009 I&&&,
(0.10 j
R2 = 0.0776, Number of observations = 153.
(t-statistics are in parentheses.) The relation between prior performance and
the exess return surrounding the announccmcnt of the CE0 resignation is
strongest for the companies with outside bouds. The coefficient is significantly
different from that for the inside boards at the 1% levei and from zero at the
5% level, This implies that, for outside boards, it is exactly when the resignatioii is preceded by poor performance that fum value rises the most around
the day the resignation is announced. There is no simiiar relation between
prior performance and event day performance for companies with insiderdominated or mixed boards. The fact that the coefficient on the returns for
mixed boards is not significantly different from zero is consistent with the
story that the excess returns for the mixed boards are caused by good
succession choices and not by tbJowing out bad CEOs.
7, Conclusions
The main result of tti~ paper is that performance measures are more highly
correlated with CEO turnover for fums in which outsiders dominate the
boards of directors than for firms in which insiders dominate. Outsiderdominated boards tend to add to firm value tl_Jough their CEO changes. This
addition to firm value is largest when the change is preceded bi poor
“An earlier version of this paper also included analogous tests using changes in earnings with
similar results.
For this test. it is not apprpriate to use the residuals from the estimated market model as the
measure OFperformance. If the market model residuals are used, then those firms with negative
returns prior to the resignation will be precisely those firms with low estimated values of the
intercept term. Therefore, even ~:iough all the firms may perform about the same around the event
day, it would seem as if there is a r&&on between prior performance and event day performance.
This relation would be spurious, due to the estimation process and not to any decisions made by
the boards of directors. For this reason the measure of excess return used for this test is the return
on the stock minus the return on the n,arket portfoiio. In fact, the result.-, ue stronger if market
model residuals are used because of :Yc. spurious effect.
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performance. No similar results hold for insider-dominated boards. Furthermore, these results do not appear to be caused by differences in the ownership
structure of the firm, the size of the firm, or the industry in which the firm
participates.
Although the results discussed above are for CEO removals, there are many
other ways in which outside directors can control the CEO’s actions. One way
is the choice of accounting policies. The board of dirators has the final
decision over the amount of discretion the CEQ ca taks in man@ula*&g
accounting numbers, in particuiar the accruais, to maximiz his compensation
[Healy (1985)]. An interesting research project would test whether the abiity
of CEOs to manipulate accruals differs SystematicaIy depending on the board
type. Similar projects could test agency cost explanations of dividends
[Easterbrook (1984)] and capital structure [Myers (198411.
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